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Abstract

The electronic states of stressed heterojunctions formed from narrow-gap semimagnetic semi-

conductors showing antiferromagnetic ordering are studied. The model Hamiltonian is con-

structed in the framework of the two-band envelope function approximation including far-band

corrections. Heterojunctions both with normal and inverted band arrangements in the initial

semiconductors are investigated. The interface Tamm-like states have been shown recently to

appear in these heterojunctions and they are spin-split with the magnetic axis perpendicular to

the interface plane. The effect of far-band corrections is shown to be conditioned by the mutual

movement of the constituent bands, resulting in changes and in some cases in full disappearance

of the energy interval in which the interface state exists. The interface magnetization effect

is expected when the Fermi level lies in one of the spin-polarized interface bands. Using the

appropriate parameters, the value of the relative interface magnetization is calculated.
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1 Introduction

Dilute magnetic (semimagnetic) semiconductors are formed by replacing a fraction of the cations

in a host semiconductor alloy with transition-metal ions. The presence of a magnetic compo-

nent introduces specific properties related to the strong coupling of the spins of the band elec-

trons or holes of a semiconductor to localized magnetic moments due to the d- or f-electrons of

the transition-metals. Quantum structures based on semimagnetic narrow-gap IV-VI or II-VI

semiconductors are currently of great interest because of their novel physical properties and

technological importance. It is now recognized that the interfaces play the most important role

in magnetic properties. The key to understanding the interface magnetization effects lies in

the structure of the interface plane, its imperfection, and the disposition of the magnetic im-

purities across the interface [1], and in the electronic structure, especially the existence of the

spin-polarized surface states [2], [3]. A theoretical model of the interface magnetization effect

starting from the magnetic properties of the Tamm's interface states, arising in some narrow-gap

stressed semimagnetic heterojunctions with antiferromagnetic ordering was developed in previ-

ous papers [4], [5]. As model materials, the heterojunctions based on semimagnetic narrow-gap

IV-VI semiconductors with mutually inverted bands (that is, the constituent gaps are opposite

in sign) were considered. The interface spin-split states were shown to appear in these structures.

It is a semimagnetic constituent which is responsible for antiferromagnetic ordering, which con-

ditions the nonzero average spin value bound to each interface state. If the Fermi level lies in

one of the interface bands, magnetic ordering appears in the interface plane. In this context the

interface magnetization effect has been discussed in [4] and [5]. It is important to note that the

existence of the spin-polarized states, present in antiferromagnetic coupled systems, was also

derived in [2] and [3] using a simple model of a semi-infinite linear chain of atoms with one spin

orbital per site which was treated within the tight-binding framework.

The simplest theoretical model for the narrow-gap IV-VI semiconductors is a two-band one.

In the first approximation of the k • p perturbation theory, including only matrix elements

between near-band states, this model reduces to the Dirac Hamiltonian. This approach was

effectively used in [4], [5] and [6] after the first investigations in [7] and [8]. This approximation

yields an analytical solution, giving an opportunity to observe genesis of the interface states

and in this way to understand their nature. However, this approach was shown to be justified

only at energies small compared to the gap energy. In the next approximation, the effects

of more distant bands are well known to be treated in the second order perturbation theory.

These effects proved to be of most importance for the heterojunctions with the normal band

arrangement (that is, with EgaEgi, > 0). We call these structures normal, in contrast to the

inverted structures with mutually inverted bands. It has been shown that the same interface

states appear in the normal heterojunctions [6], [8]. If, in the inverted contact, the states are

located in the gap of the constituent semiconductors, and there is a real energy region in which



the lowest order k • p-perturbation theory is satisfied, then in the normal heterojunction the

situation is more complicated. In this case the interface states were shown to be usually located

inside either the conduction or valence bands of the constituents [6], [8]. Then the far-band

corrections have to be included in the Hamiltonian.

In this paper we discuss the effects of far-band corrections on the interface states. However,

in order to observe the change of the energy spectrum with the increasing sophistication of the

model, and so as not to complicate the analysis, we retain the other approximations used in [4],

[5]. Thus, the aim of this work is to study the interface states in stressed hetero junctions, both

with the normal and inverted band arrangement, based on narrow-gap semiconductors showing

antiferromagnetic ordering, taking into account far-band corrections. Although our results are

more generally applicable, we use the hetero junctions based on semimagnetic narrow-gap IV-VI

semiconductors as model materials.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we briefly describe the theoretical model. In

Section 3 we derive analytical results for the bulk and interface electronic states for some special

limiting cases. In Section 4 a perturbation solution, as well as corresponding numerical results

for the interface states, are presented. Interface magnetization is studied in Sec.5. This is

followed by a brief summary at the end.

2 Model Hamiltonian

The electronic properties of the heterostructures composed of semiconductors, which have a sim-

ilar band structure, can be described by the envelope function formalism reduced to the fe-^-band

model with spatially varying material parameters [9]. The constituents of the hetero junctions

are narrow-gap materials (Eg < 0.5eV) with the two nearest bands, forming a direct band gap

at L-points of the Brillouin zone. The far bands are remote by energies large compared to the

gap energy. It is usually sufficient to take into account coupling between the doubly degenerate

conduction and valence bands exactly, while treating the far bands in perturbation up to order

k2 [10]. Within the mirror symmetry band approximation, assuming the axis z to be parallel

to the trigonal [111] crystal axis, one obtains the Hamiltonian for the heterostructure with the

axis along the same z direction in the form

# -AW+ "(«)£& £ £ ) •
Here A(z) = Eg(z)/2, V{z) is a so-called work function, describing the shift of the constituent

gap middles, the momentum operator p for the structures under consideration is reduced to

p = —ih(v±,kx,v±ky, U|| Vz) (where kx, ky are the components of the transverse momentum vector

with the length k±, and i>±,U|| are the inter band matrix elements of the velocity operator),

a = (crx, ay, az) is the vector with the components of the Pauli matrices crx,y,z- Finally, mi , my

are the far-band contributions to the effective masses which are taken equal to the same value



for the conduction and valence bands within the mirror symmetry band model. The dependence

of the far-band masses on the coordinate z (far-band mass mismatch) is neglected here, and

so the multiplier ^ - was taken out of the differential in the operator ^ ^ - ^ of the diagonal

Hamiltonian components.

Two more terms need to be included in the Hamiltonian. The first describes the polarization

effect induced by the strain [4]:

^ _ ( 0 -iSE \ , ,
Hst-{ 0 j (2)

where the vector E is determined by the mutual shifts of the cation and anion sublattices of the

initial semiconductors along three directions. Taking into account the results of experimental

work [11], we presume the polarization to be E = (0,0, E).

The second term describes the exchange interaction between the magnetic impurity spin and

electron spins. Assuming the magnetic impurities to be localized at the interstitials, with the

spins antiferromagnetically arranged along the z axis, we obtain [4]

where L is the matrix element of the exchange interaction constructed on the wave functions

with the symmetry of the actual bands.

Both Hst and Hex have been discussed in previous work [4], where some numerical values of

E and L are given.

Thus, our model Hamiltonian for the stressed IV-VI semiconductor heterojunction showing

the antiferromagnetic ordering along the z-axis reads

u — TJ _L n _L_ u (A\
tt — -"00 + tist + -"ex- W

We see that H commutes with W — a\jm] + azL (where n is the unit vector along the axis z).

Hence, making use of the eigenfunctions W as a basis, we can reduce the Schrodinger equation

to:

Here W± and ^ , x* are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator W determined by

the relations W± = ±hv±JL2 + k\ and

V±(x±) = ̂ ( X ? ) f fc*ik ) (6)
\ L+W± )

where (p^, Xo a r e normalized factors, and L = L/hv±.



We begin the study of Eq. (5) by choosing values of A and E equal to some constants and

setting V = 0. Then, the energy spectrum of the homogeneous semiconductor with polarization

and antiferromagnetic ordering is found to be

4 =

4 = \ +

where A;|| is the component of the momentum along the trigonal axis and the indices c and v

indicate the branches related to the conduction and valence bands, respectively. The polarization

and antiferromagnetic ordering have been shown to split the Kramers spin degeneracy [4]. As a

result, each of the branches of the conduction e± or valence e± bands is characterized by opposite

directions of the spin, with the average spin vector being

( J / ,-fc I ,0), (8)
k2

L

where the sign "+" is related to the branches with the index "+" and the sign "-" to the branches

with the index "-".

If the heterostructure with the axis along z is considered the parameters A, E and V are

functions depending on the coordinate z. Schrodinger's equation (5) is a set of two second-order

differential equations. There is no way of solving this eigenvalue problem analytically in the

general case. By applying proper boundary conditions one can obtain a numerical solution.

Before doing so, it is useful to consider some special cases having analytical solutions.

3 Simple heterocontact

Considering the "simple" heterocontact implies that in Schrodinger equation (5) one should put

L = 0, E = 0. This case was discussed in [8]. However, we are interested in the same problem

from another point of view.

When L = E = 0 the transformation of the wave functions into the form u* = ip± ± ±

ip*1 — x^ reduces the eigenvalue equation (5) to

H.c. ±hv±kx + V-e

If the gap centers of the constituents are aligned throughout, so that V(z) — V is a constant,

then there exists a solution with n* = 0 or v± = 0, depending on the drift of A (^-function.

For example, in the case A(+oo) > A(-oo) equation (9) admits a solution with •u± = 0. The

energy spectrum includes the following two branches with the linear dispersion

ef = ±hv±k± + v, (io)



while the wave function satisfies the differential equation

f ^ ^ i >>2 d2
 fc a ..± -= o. (ii)

To simplify the analytical calculation we consider a symmetry inverted heterojunction, that

is, the heterojunction in which Eg{+oo) = -Eg(-oo). (This assumption is of no consequence

on the final result, and generalization of this investigation for any heterojunction is trivial.) The

gap function can be taken in the form

(12)A(z) = Ao tanh ( -

where 2Ao = |£'9(+oo)| = \Eg(—oo)|, and I defines the heterojunction width. We assume a

gradual continuous transition between two layers, so as to avoid matching conditions at the

interface which arise when a step-like transition region is considered. However, in doing so, it

should be kept in mind that in graded heterojunction besides the zero mode of the interface

states there appear excited states [12]. The zero mode has been shown [7] not to depend on the

transition region structure, and it was this state which has been studied in previous works [4],

[5]. We confine our attention to the zero mode.

Applying the following transformations to equation (11)

f - t a n h ( j

x = 1 /2(1-0 ,

where the parameters p and q are determined by the relations

91,2 =

Pi,2 =

m\\v\\l

2%

2h

1± 1 +
\2m±

A0

\
1 + 2 I 2m

- A r
_L

gives the hypergeometric equation

x{x - l)rj" + [x(a + b + 1) - c]r)' + abt] = 0,

where

a = p + q + 1,

b = p + q,

(14)

(15)

(16)

The index "±" was dropped here for simplicity. Thus, we find that

u(£) = (̂  + l)pK-l)9[Cif(o,6,c;l/2(l-4))+

C2[l/2(1 - O ] 1 " ^ ^ - c + 1,6 - c + 1,2 - c; 1/2(1 - 0)] (17)



The solution for the interface states being looked for here, the boundary conditions for them

are v —> 0 when £ —> ±1 (i.e. z —• ±00). The solution (17) meets the boundary conditions when

C2 = 0 and q>0, 0 < p
a

and when

Cx=0 and q<

The parameters p and q being real, as only the zero mode of the interface states is of interest.

Making use of Eq. (14), we find that the interface states occur when

The inequality (18) is the condition for interface states to appear and shows the far-band

corrections to result in cutting off the interface state energy spectrum both at large and at small
h2k2

k±. It is easy to show that the point •^i- = Ao is the intersection of one of the constituent
bulk bands and the interface energy branch. Consequently, there is no interface state vanishing

h2k2 h2k2

at z —> ±00 when •^x- > AQ. The identity i^1- = Ao has a deeper physical meaning. The
h2k2

value 2̂ j*L at small fcj. can be considered as a half of the energy difference between two bulk
branches of the initial semiconductors on both sides from the interface plane. Thus, this is an

energy uncertainty AE for our interface problem, which is related to the momentum uncertainty

by Ap = AE/v\\. A coordinate uncertainty is determined by the de Broglie wave length which,

in the first approximation for the two band Hamiltonian, is equal to A = %jp = 7w||/Ao.

Consequently, the uncertainty relation ApAx < h, gives the following condition for the localized

interface states:

7T ^ A o -2m j_

In the first approximation of the k • p perturbation theory for the inverted symmetry hetero-

contact, by virtue of the energy spectrum symmetry, the energy uncertainty on the interface

plane is equal to zero along all values of the transverse momentum. That is why there are no

restrictions on the energy interval of the interface state existence.

The low limit in inequality (18) arises because there is no evanescent mode going to z —* —00

from the interface plane under the condition

< Ao -

as pi(2 become imaginary. This restriction, however, takes place just at Ao — myuii/2 > 0. For

the far-band masses as much as m\\v?,/2 > Ao, inequality (18) reduces to

0 < f ^ < Ao. (19)



The disappearance of the interface mode at small k± can be understood in terms of another

limiting case. When the semiconductor gap increases comparing to the energy difference between

the actual extremes and the other remote bands, the single-band parabolic model of the electron

energy spectrum is a good approximation. In the single-band limit the conduction and valence

bands are completely decoupled and the Hamiltonian HQQ (1) becomes diagonal. As a result the

eigenvalue problem for the interface states reduces to the two independent equations:

{A{z) + 2^(z-)-Yd-z^(z)d-z-e)^Z) = °
I A( ft2fcj & d _ i _ d \
\ {Z) 2 ^ ) + 2Wz^(z)Wz~ejX{z) ~ ° (20)

with spatially varying masses m i and my, which, in the parabolic approximation are determined

by

V-l~ (1 + _ A°o I a t z > 0 ,mil!x

mB,

Since the effective masses depend on A(x), a solution of equations (20) with the smooth

gap-function like (12) is very complicated. However, by studying only the zero mode of the

interface states we can confine ourselves to considering the step-like hetero junction determined

by the condition: A(z) = Ao at z > 0 and A(z) = —Ao at z < 0. Interface states must be

evanescent in nature. The envelope functions <p(z), x(z) are localized at the interface and decay

exponentially in both directions ±z, submitting the Bastard boundary conditions which require

that \&(z) and •— $*' be continuous at the interface [9]. Such wave functions can meet the

boundary conditions if only the effective mass my changes sign at the interface due to the band

reversal, that is, at

mfmf < 0. (22)

The interface energy spectrum is then

A* tfvjkl ( Ao Ao A
2 ^ - ~ I 2" "' 22A0

Ao A . ,
"' 2 ' ^ '

As follows from (21), the condition (22) means that Ao < "i||fjj. It is interesting to note

that when k± = 0 this solution tends to the result given in work [13] where the interface states

in the inverted HgTe-CdTe heterostructure were studied.

Comparing the two solutions obtained for the two-band and the single-band models we can

draw the following conclusion. In spite of their difference as obvious results of two different

approaches, both these solutions describe essentially the same interface states. The solution for

the single-band model tends asymptotically to the one for the two band model when k±_ = 0 at



m||,mj_ —»• oo. The vanishing of the states when h2k2
L/2m± < Ao — m||u|/2 in the two-band

model is now related to their full disappearance in the single-band model at Ao > mn vi?, when

the effective masses of the initial semiconductors have the same sign. For the two-band model

the interface state existence condition (18) is not so strong.

Finally, a trivial generalization of the above results for the case of non-symmetrical hetero-

contact (both normal and inverted), but with still aligned constituents gap centers, is to define

the gap-function A(z) by

A(z) = A+ + A_tanh(y),
t

where A± = (A^ ± Ag)/2, the parameters with index "A" or "B" being related to the initial

semiconductors on the different sides from the interface boundary at z > 0 or z < 0, respectively.

Then, interface states with the linear spectrum along the transverse momentum (10) and with

the wave function (17), by replacing -^^ —> -^^- + A+ and Ao —> A_, appear in the interval

¥\t <24)

Thus, for the simple heterocontact with aligned constituent gap centers, a condition of the

inverting band arrangement of one of the constituents (that is, A# < 0) is necessary but not

sufficient, it being also necessary that the transverse momentum fall into the above allowed

interval.

4 Stressed heterocontact with antiferromagnetic
ordering

In this section we start from equation (5), assuming the parameters A, E and V to be spa-

tially varying functions and the antiferromagnetic ordering parameter L is identical in both

constituents. The coordinate dependence of all these functions may be again presumed to be

described by a single function f{z), such that /(±oo) = ±1. From a physical point of view this

assumption is reasonable. Moreover, since the zero mode of the interface states under consider-

ation does not depend on the structure of the transition region, the form of the function f(z)

near zero point is of no consequence in the final results. First of all a perturbative solution will

be obtained.

4.1 Perturbative solution

By rotating the Hamiltonian in equation (5) we find:

fr _ ( V+ + A+ cos20 - (W± + E+) sin29 -Df(z) + A+ sin20 + (W± + E+)cos29 + ipz

H.c. V+ + 2V- /(*)-£+ cos 26 + (W± + E+) sin 29

where A+ = A+ + ^ - - ^ r ^ r , D = <JA1 + E2_ - Vf, and the rotation angle is found from

the equation

A_ cos 20 - E- sin 26 + V- = 0.

9



Here the values of E± and V± are determined by the same relations as A±.

When the far-band corrections equal zero, so that m\\,m± —> oo, one obtains immediately

the eigenvalue equation constructed on the Hamiltonian H has a solution with %± = 0. This is

the zero mode of the interface states discussed in [4]. It has the energy spectrum

ef = A+ cos 26 - (W± + E+) sin 20 + V+. (26)

The wave function is a solution of the differential equation

(-Df(z) + A+sin20 + (W± + E+)cos26 + ipzfo^z) =0.

These states are nondegenerate. Each of them is characterized by the average spin value [4]

*->i = f \z)~
L±

being opposite-directed along the z axis for the state <p+ compared to ip~.

The normalization of these states results in cutting off their energy spectrum at a finite

transverse momentum, so that the state <p+ exists only inside the interval

COS Jd

while the state tp~ exists inside the interval

+ A t 2 9 + £ hJki] + L2

|cos2#|

t a n 2 e ~

A+t&n28 + E+. (28)

The positive definiteness of Jk2^ + L2 means, that, if the left sides of these inequalities are less

than zero, then they should be replaced by zero. Moreover, the states </?+ or tp~ appear just in

the event the right sides of inequalities (27), (28) are more than L.

It is worth noting that these inequalities have a simple interpretation. Their limit points

determine the intersections between one of the interface branches and the corresponding bulk

band with the same spin direction. It is easy to show that inequalities (27), (28) admit limiting

transition to particular cases discussed in works [6] and [4]. For example, in the case of the

symmetry unstressed inverted contact under the condition V± = 0, E± = 0 and A+ = 0, we

have cos 28 — 0, and so there is no cutoff of the states (̂ ± in the transverse momentum region.

In the case of the symmetry stressed heterocontact at A+ = 0, E+ = 0, both states are cut off at

just the same values of the transverse momentum as shown in the previous work [4]. Inequalities

(27) and (28) also show that in non-symmetry stressed heterocontact at A+ ^ 0 or/and E+ ^ 0

the allowed interface intervals for the states </?+ and ip~ are rather different. Then, it follows

that, in the case At > V2, giving a finite overlap of the gaps in the two constituents, the states

ip+ and ip~ both appear when A^AB < 0 (i.e. the inverted contact). But in the case of the

normal contact, when A^As > 0, only one of these states either ip+ or ip~ is allowed by these

conditions.

10



We may turn now to the full eigenvalue Schrodinger equation (25) taking into account all

the far-band corrections. A solution with x± — 0 is not available now. However, as a first

approximation in equation (25), one can neglect | j£ compared to | | . Then, one obtains the

formal solution Eg. (26) by replacing A+ —> A+ + - g ^ . The allowed transverse momentum

interval is again described by the inequalities like (27) and (28) with the above replacement.

This approximation is reliable under the condition

h
2m\\v\\ ¥»

< 1. (29)

Finally, after simple calculations we find that there is a real region in the allowed transverse

momentum interval determined by inequalities (27) and (28) where condition (31) proves to be

fulfilled.

After comparing with the numerical calculations, this trivial and simple approximation will

be shown to describe a real interface spectrum quite well.

4.2 Numerical solution

Starting again from Schrodinger equation (5), we are looking for interface solution in the form of

the exponentially decaying functions. For the step-heterojunction with the sharp change of all

the band parameters at the interface, the boundary conditions need to be applied to the eigen-

value problem to match the wave functions and their derivatives at the interface boundary. The

appropriate conditions are found from the traditional treatment of the step-heteroj unction [14].

Assuming the wave function to be continuous at the interface and integrating the Schrodinger

equation (5) across the interface boundary, we obtain the boundary conditions to be reduced to

xH*)\-o = xH*)U x^OI-o = x^WI+o,

Here the multiplies 1/mfj1 and 1/mj? in the boundary conditions for the derivatives of the wave

functions are cancelled due to our assumption that mjj* = mjP.

After solving the boundary-value problem for the set of the second order differential equa-

tions, one can write the dispersion relation for the interface states. A numerical solution of this

transcendental equation results in the energy spectrum of the interface states, since then the

wave functions are found.

To define this numerical calculation completely the values of the model parameters have now

to be determined. The problem of a general description of energy spectrum is beyond this work.

Instead we choose, as model band parameters, the values characteristic of the semiconductors

PbTe and PbSe. In doing so, we take into account that the far-band corrections for semimagnetic

semiconductors with the small content of magnetic ions can be assumed [15] to be identical to

those in the non-magnetic host materials. The band parameters, including the far-band masses,

are taken from reference [15] and are given in Table 1. However, since the mirror symmetry

11



band model is used, the far-band corrections are taken as an average between the values for

the conduction and valence bands. Making use of the estimations obtained in [4], we give the

parameter E, determining the stressed induced polarization effect, the values between 10 and

lOOmeV. The parameter L, describing the antiferromagnetic ordering, is taken equal to 20 meV

for any semiconductor heterojunctions showing antiferromagnetic ordering.

Table 1. Model parameters of the bulk semiconductors

PbTe
PbSe

Eg(eV) 2mov'j_(eV) v±Jv\\ m\\v'j(eV)m±v'j_(eV)
0.189 6.02 3.4 0.169 0.229
0.146 3.6 1.35 0.526 0.505

We first consider the simplest symmetry inverted heterocontact. It is supposed

—AB,EA = EB — 0, L = 0 and VA = VB = 0. Figure 1 shows the interface energy spectrum

(thin lines) and the energy bands of the constituents (bold lines) without far-band corrections

in Fig. la and with them in Fig. lb. The band parameters characteristic of PbTe (Table 1)

are used. If far-band terms are not included (Fig. la), the constituent bulk bands on both

sides of the interface boundary go in the same way without intersecting the interface branches,

coinciding perfectly with the theoretical curve [Eq. (10)].

Far-band corrections are included in Fig. lb. When k± increases the constituent bulk bands

part, the conduction band of the semiconductor on the left side (z < 0, E9B < 0) going down,

while the one on the right side (z > 0, E9A > 0) going up. This effect is stronger for small

far-band masses causing, in the end when 2^mai = Ao the intersection between the bulk

conduction e±B or valence e±B bands and the corresponding interface branches ef. Figure lb

also shows that the interface states disappear at \k±\ < k±_min. This is in full agreement with the

analytical solution for the simple heterocontact. The disappearance of the interface states was

shown to be related to the peculiarities of the constituent band structures when Ao > m | |v |i- ft

is worth noting that for the symmetry inverted heterocontact with the parameters characteristic
h2k2

of PbSe, the interface energy branches exist in the whole interval 0 < -^^ < Ao without
disappearing near the point k±_ ~ 0, because Ao < m\\v'n (see Table 1).

The localization properties of the interface states in point are examined with the help of the

probability density function, that is the square of the envelope wave function of the interface

states normalized on the whole volume of the structure versus the coordinate z, which is shown

in Fig. 2 for the above two cases. The interface wave function for the heterojunction without

far-band corrections (Fig. 2a) is quite symmetrical, being strongly localized near the interface.

Its form depends on k± weakly, the decay length being determined by the value of A-/hv\\ in

agreement with the analytical results.

When far-band corrections are included the probability density function takes the form shown

in Fig. 2b at the beginning, middle and the end points of the allowed transverse momentum

interval (lines 1, 2 and 3 in the Figure, respectively). The form of the function \tyf(z)\2 depends

on k± strongly, being asymmetrical relative to the interface plane. Approaching the limit value

12



k±.maxi the interface state energy goes up to the bulk bands e±B and e±s, leading to a greater

smearing of the functions |*f (z)\2 (line 3 in Fig.2b) on the side of the semiconductor referred

to as B (z < 0), while their amplitudes do not change greatly. It is interesting to note that

at the limiting point k^max the energy uncertainty AEf of the interface mode, determined by

the decay length, becomes comparable with the energy difference between two corresponding

bulk bands A Eg = \ec±A - e%B\ or AE%. = \ev±A - e£B| on the different sides of the interface

boundary. As discussed in Section 3, localized states meet the uncertainty principle just under

the condition AEf- < AE±V, which is fulfilled inside the allowed interface interval, while it is

broken at the limit points.

These results provide a good background for studying the interface energy spectrum of

the stressed heterojunctions based on semimagnetic semiconductors with the antiferromagnetic

ordering along the structure axis. In contrast to the simple hetero junction all the constituent

bulk bands are now spin-split (see Eq. (7)), the bands e°f.v and e°lv being characterized by

opposite spin directions (Eq.(8)). Being generated by the bulk bands and, moreover, by the

bands with corresponding spin directions, the interface states ef or e~[ with spin-up or spin-

down relative to the z axis are bound up with all changes in the corresponding bulk energy

spectrum caused by far-band corrections.

At first the stressed symmetry inverted heterocontact with antiferromagnetic ordering is

considered (Fig. 3). The band parameters characteristic of PbSe (see Table 1) are now used.

The other model parameters are taken as follows A^ = — A#, EA — —EB = 0.04eV, L = 0.02eV

and VA = Vg = 0. Figure 3a shows the energy bands for this heterocontact when far-band

corrections are neglected. The interface spectrum consists of two branches ef and e~, which

exist just inside the restricted transverse momentum interval in full agreement with conditions

(27) and (28). It is worth emphasizing that it is this heterocontact which was analytically

considered in [4]. Full coincidence between the analytical and numerical results makes us sure

of the correctness of the numerical calculations.

Far-band corrections are included in Fig. 3b. The constituent bulk bands with spin up and

down do not change in the same way, as before. Instead, there is an increase of the allowed

momentum interval for the state e~ and a decrease of the one for the state ef. We will see

that this is the case when the interface magnetization effect is manifested more after including

far-band corrections, because even for fully completed interface bands the magnetization of one

interface band is not compensated by the other with the opposite spin direction.

The interface probability density function for the case in Fig. 3b is shown in Fig. 4 again

at the beginning, middle and the end points of the allowed transverse momentum interval (lines

1, 2 and 3 in the Figure, respectively). Near the point k± ~ 0 (line 1) the wave function for

both states with spin up and down is nearly symmetrical. When the transverse momentum k±

approaches the limit points in line 3 (which are different for the states ef and et~), the interface

state ef (e~) goes up to the conduction bulk band e+ (down to the valence band ev_! ), smearing
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at a greater distance on the side of the semiconductor B, that is, at z < 0 (Fig. 4a) [on the side

of the semiconductor A at z > 0 (Fig. 4b)].

Fig. 5 gives an example of the normal stressed heterojunction with aligned constituent gap

centers and showing antiferromagnetic ordering, which is determined by the following parameters

AA = O.leV, AB = 0.02eK, EA = 0.04eF, EB = 0.008eF, L = 0.02eF, VA = VB = 0. The

far-band parameters characteristic of PbSe (Table 1) are used. In this case only the interface

state e~ exists in full agreement with inequalities (27), (28). The interface states of the normal

heterocontact was shown [4] to appear inside either the conduction or valence bands of the

constituents. One can see in the Figure the interface energy branch with the determined spin

direction touching the bulk bands of both constituents with the same spin direction in the limit

points of the allowed momentum interval. It follows that a requirement on the intersection of

the corresponding constituent bulk bands should be a necessary condition for appearing the

interface states. There is a trivial justification for a possibility of finding the interface states

in the normal heterocontact coming from the geometrical disposition of the constituent bulk

bands.

The physical interpretation of this fact can be understood in the following way. The energy

of any localized state should be negative with respect to the characteristic potentials of the

problem, the localization radius determined by the decay length of the wave function being

in the order of the de Broglie wave length of the system [16]. When studying the interface

states of Tamm's type, we come from the constituent bulk bands. Thus, if there is a difference

AU between the energies of the bulk bands (namely, the bands with the similar space and

spin symmetry) on the different sides from the interface boundary, then the interface state like

exp (±KZ) (where K is a decay length) has a chance of appearing only under the condition

f)2K2

>AU. (31)2m
II

This condition is certainly necessary but is not sufficient. Thus, when two constituent bulk

bands, intersecting in some point, part at the distance AU > %£-, then the interface state

generated by these bands disappears.

In the case including far-band corrections (Fig. 5b), the bulk bands of the constituents

change quite differently, the energy spectrum of the semiconductor being the more affected

by these corrections the greater value of the gap. As a result, when decreasing the far-band

masses (that means increasing full far-band corrections) the valence bands ev_l and ev_l are

moving towards each other leading at first to an increase of the allowed momentum interval for

the interface state existence. In the end, when the far-band masses approach the real values

characteristic of PbSe (Table 1), there is no intersection of these bands. However, Fig.5b shows,

that the interface state still exists while condition (31) is fulfilled, being just overlapped with the

band ev_l . On increasing the far-band corrections even further (up to the values characteristic

of PbTe), the bands el' and ev_l part at a greater distance. As a result the interface state
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disappears.

Thus, the interface states are bound up with the constituent bulk bands, and their appearance

or disappearance is affected by the model band parameters. The change of the parameter VB =0

to VB = — 0.05eV, meaning really the change of the band offset, causes the displacement of the

constituent bulk bands. As a result, in contrast to the case VA = VB = 0 where is no interface

state at the far-band corrections characteristic of PbTe, there appears the interface state ej

shown in Fig. 6.

The structure, in which the gap parameter A (z) depends on the coordinate z in the opposite

way to the polarization potential E(z), is now considered. The following model parameters

are used: AA = 0.1eF,AB = 0.01eV,EA = 0.00SeV,EB = 0.04eV,L = 0.02eF, VA = 0, VB =

0.05eF. We note, that the only difference in this heterojunction from the above example is the

interchanges EA <-> EB and VB -+ —VB- This is reasonable and implies that the constituent with

the smaller gap is affected by the polarization field more than the one with greater gap. Figure

7 shows that there are interface branches with both spin-up and -down in this case. Since these

branches are located near the small k± values, far-band corrections are of little consequence for

the energy spectrum. That is why the interface energy spectrum without far-band corrections

is not shown here. This heterojunction is of interest because both interface branches appear in

spite of being normal structure.

All these numerical calculations are in very good qualitative agreement with the perturbative

analytical solutions. Moreover, the coincidence between the analytical and numerical results is

so good, that they are nearly overlapped in the Figures.

5 The interface magnetization effect

The interface magnetization effect has been shown to be related to the spin polarization of

the interface state along the antiferromagnetic vector of the heterostructure discussed. Being

nondegenerate each interface state of the stressed heterocontact with antiferromagnetic ordering

can be characterized by the interface spin determined as an average value of the spin operator

constructed on the full interface wave functions \&j (z) [4]

S}(z) = (\<pf(z)\2 + \xt(z)\2)- J = T ( ^ , -*»,£)• (32)
L i

After integrating over the transverse momentum space with taking into account a normalization

of the wave function, we can write the average spin as a vector along the z axis as:

< S}(z) >= ±7^(0,0, L) fk±max dkl^ML, (33)

where fcj_m;n and k±max are the limiting points of the allowed transverse momentum interval and

l^*^)!2 = \ipf (z)\2 + \xf (z)\2. Thus, the interface states ef and e~ are characterized by the
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average spin values < Sf > oppositely directed along the z axis, being a function centered near

the interface boundary and decaying in both directions ±z, according to the spatially varying

function ^f(z).

In order to estimate the value < Sf > the dependence of the functions Vf{z) on the

transverse momentum k± should be taken into account. Since there is no analytical solution of

the interface problem in the general case, one has to make use of the numerical calculations for

the interface wave function form. On the basis of this calculation, by putting the origin of the

transverse momentum at the middle of the allowed interval, one can assume this function to be

1)\\ tv\\

( 3 4 )

where a is a function depending on z, being at a minimum near the point z = 0 and going up at

z —> oo in such way to describe the coordinate dependence of the function V&f (2). After putting

Eq.(34) into Eq. (33), the interface average spin can easily be obtained.

Taking now into account the Fermi level location, we can draw conclusions about the interface

magnetization effect. If the Fermi level lies in one of the interface bands so that its average spin is

not compensated by the average spin of the other interface band, then the interface magnetization

effect can be really observed. In any single case, the interface magnetization is determined by

the relation between the values < Sf > and < S~ >, depending on the mutual displacement of

the interface bands, and the Fermi level, that, in its turn, depends on the material parameters.

It proved to be useful to calculate the so-called relative interface magnetization, i.e., the

value of the interface magnetization relative to the magnetization determined by the bulk bands

(see Eq.(8)). After integrating < S* > over the occupied states up to the Fermi level and

assuming L < a, one obtains at z = 0

M = < ^ > LI (35)
<S > PV / ( 2 tfll){* ^ l )

Here ^W||«|| can be considered as the average interface state energy, Ky being a decay parameter.

The value ppv\\ is certain to be the Fermi energy. Thus, in agreement with the previous result

the relation of the interface magnetization to the band one is conditioned by the ratio between

the energies of the occupied interface and band states. It is very important to note, that the

value of the antiferromagnetic parameter L is of little consequence for the relative interface

magnetization. Moreover, this effect should be manifested for rather small value L. Now, if

making use of the parameters characteristic of the structures considered here (for example,

Kv\\ ~ 0.2eV • nm, Ky ~ O.bnm'1, €F ~ O.leF, hv±k±min ~ 0, hv^k±max ~ O.leV) we find the

relative interface magnetization to be M ~ 5. This result proves the correctness of previous

estimations [4] made neglecting far-band corrections. We, therefore, conclude that the interface

magnetization may be a real effect for these structures. The effect of far-band corrections is

not so simple, but it can be determined from the change of the bulk energy spectrum of the

constituents.
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6 Summary

The interface states bound to the interface boundary in stressed heterocontacts made of semi-

magnetic semiconductors both with normal and inverted band spectrum and showing antifer-

romagnetic ordering have been investigated in detail. The two-band envelope function approx-

imation, which takes into account the twofold degeneracy of the conduction and valence bands

explicitly and the far-band contributions in the second order perturbative theory, has been

used as a model for Hamiltonian of these semiconductor structures. In this work we did not

aim at describing the energy spectrum exactly (constructing model Hamiltonian within some

approximations discussed above), but we were seeking the genesis of the interface effect and

understanding its change under the influence of far-band corrections. Moreover, any correlation

effects were beyond this consideration. This one electron approximation can be supported by

the specific physical properties of the semiconductor structures, resulting in strong screening of

the electromagnetic fields [4], [5]. However, we keep in mind that in the case of overlapping

between the interface and band constituent states, the self-consistent approach, treating the

coupling effects, needs to be developed. This interesting problem will be studied in a subsequent

publication.

The perturbative analytical consideration has been confirmed by the numerical calculations,

treating the solution of the boundary-value problem with the Bastard boundary conditions.

Both the energy spectrum and the envelope wave function of the interface states have been

obtained. When increasing far-band corrections from infinite far-band masses up to their real

values, the change of the interface state spectrum has been studied.

The conclusions arrived at from these calculations are as follows. Being of Tamm's type,

the interface states are generated from the constituent bulk energy spectrum. Therefore, the

effect of far-band corrections on them is bound up with the mutual movement of the bulk

bands, resulting in an increase or decrease (in some cases even full disappearance) of the allowed

transverse momentum interval for the interface state existence. In the inverted heterocontact the

interface branches with spin-up and spin-down do not change in the same way under far-band

corrections. This can lead to an increasing interface magnetization in some special cases. As

for the normal heterocontact, then the conclusion drawn in [6] concerning the existence of only

an interface branch, is not adequate. If the polarization potential E(z) and the gap parameter

A (z) of the structure under consideration depend on the coordinate z in the same way (that

is, for example, A^ > As and E& > EB), then it is the only interface branch that appears.

However, if the potentials E(z) and A(z) depend on the coordinate z in the opposite way (that

is, for example, A A > As but EA < EB), then there is a possibility of both interface branches

appearing, being located inside the constituent gaps. Making use of the characteristic estimates

of the model parameters, one could find the value of the relative interface magnetization.

Experimental support for the interface magnetization can be found in the magnetic resonance
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investigation [17] of EuTe/PbTe antiferromagnetic superlattices which show a specific behaviour

in the quasi-two-dimensional magnetic ordering, and in other magnetic effects [18] in the same

superlattices. It is important to note, that in an application to non-magnetic systems, the same

Tamm-like states have been shown to play a crucial role in forming the energy spectrum of

the interface two-dimensional states in HgTe/CdTe semiconductor heterostructures based on

inverted semiconductors [19].

All these results make us sure that the interface magnetization generated from the spin-

polarization of the interface states of Tamm's type may be a real effect for the structures con-

sidered. The author believes that this work will stimulate experimental investigations to deal

with this interface problem giving rise to great interest.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. Interface energy spectrum (thin lines) and energy branches of the constituents (dot

lines for the semiconductor A and bold lines for the semiconductor B) in the symmetry inverted

heterocontact without far-band corrections (a) and with them (b). The arrows show the spin

direction for the interface states.
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Fig. 2. Probability density function for the interface states of the symmetry inverted heterocon-

tact without far-band corrections (a) and with them (b) at hvj_k± = 0.09eV (1), 0.015eV (2),

0.22eV (3).
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Interface energy spectrum (thin lines) and energy branches of the constituents (dot lines

for the semiconductor A and bold lines for - B) in the stressed symmetry inverted heterocontact

with antiferromagnetic ordering without far-band corrections (a) and with them (b). The arrows

show the average spin direction.
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Fig. 4

-4

Fig. 4. Interface probability density function corresponding to the case shown in Fig. 3b for

the state with spin up (a) at hvs_k± = 0 (1), 0.07eV (2), 0.13eV (3) and for the state with spin

down (b) at hv±kL = 0 (1), 0.07eV (2), 0.26eV (3).
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Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig.3, but for the normal heterocontact.
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 3, but for the non-symmetry normal heterocontact. The case with

far-band corrections is just shown.
Fig. 7
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Fig. 7. The same as in Fig.3, but for the non-symmetry normal heterocontact, in which the gap

parameter A(z) depends on the coordinate z in the opposite way to the polarization potential

E(z).
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